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LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN

T

HIS LETTER, from the Chairman (note the change
Another in-person event that is rapidly approaching is the
from ‘Chair’: I don’t have four legs!), is written in a
2021 AGM, to be held at Fen Drayton Village Hall on 6th
time of hope and looking forward. At the time of
November. All the details are on the website. We will be
writing, restrictions are easing and confidence is growing. We
welcoming one of our patrons, Professor John Parker, to give
are returning to face-to-face meetings and talks, although some
the annual AGM lecture. This will be on the Botanic Gardens
of these will, for the foreseeable future, remain on Zoom. We
of the Western Cape, in South Africa, where thousands of
look forward to seeing you all in person once again.
highly coloured flower species mingle to give spectacular
We have already broken the ice. The committee met at the
displays. Perhaps this will inspire some to make far-flung travel
Christies’ house in September, and also in September Professor
plans!
Beverley Glover gave a
Two
important
fascinating talk on the
initiatives have been
Cambridge
Botanic
launched during the
Garden at the Storey’s
period since the last
Field
Centre
in
Newsletter in May. First,
Eddington. The main
the Trust’s Small Grants
sadness
was
the
Scheme
has
been
cancellation of the much
launched and is now open
anticipated
summer
for business. We have an
social event at The
initial pot of £5,000,
Manor,
Hemingford
which we hope might be
Grey, in June. However,
boosted over time by
this has been rescheduled
donations and fundfor next June (2022), so
raising. From this pot,
all is not lost and
grant applications of up to
someone once said that
£500 are invited for
pleasure delayed was Wilburton delphiniums in bloom – in October! Photo Liz Whittle
projects
within
the
pleasure enhanced. By
County. Again, all the
the time that this Newsletter is published we will have been
details are on the Trust’s website and members are welcome to
entertained by Tim Richardson, who will give a Zoom lecture
spread the word to potentially interested groups. The second
on 21st October on Cambridge College Gardens. This talk,
initiative is the launch of an introductory course on garden
which is also the 2021 Margaret Helme Memorial Lecture,
history given by CGT member Alison Moller. At the time of
promises to give us new insights into these highly significant
writing, we are half-way through the course given to a capacity
historic gardens and also to be a visual feast.
audience. This has already proved very popular and might be
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highlight parks and gardens that are full of interest but less well
known. Our stalwart committee member Dr Gin Warren will be
giving what promises to be a fascinating talk on two
‘unforgettable gardens’ on 18th November by Zoom. They are
unusual East Anglian non-conformist cemeteries from the first
half of the 19C. This is the time of the establishment of great
non-denominational urban cemeteries such as Père Lachaise in
Paris.
Please do keep posting your autumn photographs to the
Editor via admin@cambridgeshiregardenstrust.org.uk for him
to put on the website’s photo gallery. Horticulturally I am
finding this early autumn rather strange, in that plants that
normally flower in the spring and summer are flowering again.
I have sent in a photograph from our garden of delphiniums in
full flower. You may have other examples.
I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at the
AGM on 6 November.
Liz Whittle

Alison Moller in PPE at Fen Drayton Village Hall.
repeated, or developed with more in-depth material, if there is
demand and Alison is available.
In a wider context, the Trust has become involved in the
Gardens Trust’s ‘Unforgettable Gardens’ project. This seeks to

ORCHIDS REVISITED – IN SPAIN
After we published the fascinating article by Juliet Day on marking bee orchids in early spring to avoid the
ravages of the lawnmower, we were delighted to receive this wonderful follow-up account from Helen Groome,
daughter of CGT member Anne Groome. Helen writes to us from her home in Spain.

W

HEN MY MOTHER read the May 2021 edition of
your Newsletter she immediately put one article in
the post to me and, when I received it, I
immediately understood why. Juliet Day’s article about orchids
on her lawn rang a bell: I also crawl around with my nose to the
ground searching for orchid leaf whorls, stake them with sticks
to avoid mowing over them and then have to mow or even snip
carefully around them until flowering. In fact, the hedgehog
appearance of the lawn (Fig. 1) lasts until the orchid seed heads

Figure 1. Canes marking the locations of orchid leaf whorls
give the lawn a hedgehog appearance.
are thoroughly dried (Figs 2 & 3) whereupon gravity, the wind
and, perhaps, insects disperse their seeds. Only then is the lawn
properly mown (Fig. 4, next page) but since new leaf whorls
start to emerge not long afterwards, the sticks begin to appear
again as well. It is a fiddly process but very rewarding.
The orchid lawn at home (home being in the Basque
Country, Spain) started with a small patch of Serapias; from
which particular species I have never been able to identify

Figure 2. Dried bee orchid seed head.
satisfactorily. This is, amongst other reasons, because Serapias
species tend to cross-pollinate amongst themselves, but they
may possibly be Serapias lingua or tongue orchids (Fig. 5, next
page). There was obviously great excitement, all the more so
when they started to spread. This was the start of the stick
process.
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Figure 3. Dried Serapias seed head.

Figure 4. The lawn finally gets fully mown after seed
dispersal.

Figure 5. A bee investigates an orchid from the genus
Serapias, possibly S. lingua.

The next orchids to appear were the bee orchids (Ophrys
apifera) (Fig. 6, next page). Doubly great excitement,
particularly as from the original two we now have around a
hundred appearing in the lawn, now known as the orchid lawn
(or hedgehog lawn if just in the stick phase) when the weather
conditions favour orchids. And this is when we asked the
questions we should have asked when the first Serapias
appeared: where did they come from and how did they get here?
We live in a rural valley in which we had seen bee orchids, the
closest about 500 m away in the local cemetery, so seed
dispersal by wind was a distinct possibility. However, we had
only ever seen two Serapias, in each case just once: a lone
specimen about 400 m away in one direction and a second
about 800 m away in another direction. It wasn’t until this year
that we located a whole patch elsewhere in the valley, about
2 km away.
But perhaps seed dispersal by wind wasn’t the only
potential factor. The house is relatively new, about 25 years old,
and we had some infill for the garden, a rather clayish load of
‘soil’, brought from a work site further down the valley, near
where we know there are bee orchids. So very possibly the seed
bank was already in the soil and only needed the right
conditions to flourish. And flourish they did!
The next surprise was, when crawling around looking for
leaf whorls to mark, we found a completely different sort of
leaf, obviously ‘orchidy’ but not from a bee orchid at all and
more of a rosette than a whorl (Fig. 7, next page). Further
crawling around revealed four such plants, which were duly

Figure 6. A bee orchid, Ophrys apifera.
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Figure 9. A specimen of Serapias parviflora.
appeared and then opened with the characteristic spiral (Fig. 8).
This species is also spreading, though not on the same lawn, so
the hedgehog effect is extending to other parts of the garden.
Our last surprise was the appearance of a second Serapias
species, this time easily identifiable as the small-flowered
Serapias (Serapias parviflora, Fig. 9). Of course, these must
also be staked, to avoid mowing by mistake.
The number of each sort of orchid varies tremendously from
year to year, with a gradual tendency to increase, but they are
not always in the same places, as some new patches appear and
older ones do not necessarily flower every year. The heights of
the orchids also vary and not particularly with age of the patch.
This year, very damp conditions and interspersed hot and cooler
spells have given us the tallest bee orchids and Serapias yet.
Pampering orchids in this way is not only a way of helping
the orchids themselves, but also other wild flower species such
as, here, bird’s-foot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), common selfheal (Prunella vulgaris), common daisy (Bellis perennis),
moon or ox-eye daisy (Leucanthemum vulgare), white and red
clover (Trifolium sp), violets (Viola sp) or wild carrot (Daucus
carota) and the wildlife associated with these species (in
particular different butterfly, moth, bee and beetle species)
which also means that at certain times of the year there is a very
colourful, biodiversity-rich lawn. Of course, some gardeners
would be horrified by the sight of brown, musty, rotting
vegetation on a lawn that is made up of nearly everything
except grass when everything is ‘going over’ but a
multipurpose ‘lawn’ isn’t just about a uniform, green, grassed
area, but rather biodiversity, amenity and reciprocity amongst
living things.

Figure 7. A different orchid whorl or rosette.
staked. There was great disappointment when the leaves rotted
away before there was the chance of any flower spike.
However, the stakes were left in the ground and last chance
research revealed that autumn lady’s tresses orchid leaves do
mainly rot away before the flower spiral appears. Could we
really have autumn lady’s tresses orchids in the garden as well?
Well, they are also in the local cemetery, so we crossed our
fingers, and our patience was rewarded when flower spikes

Helen Groome, August 2021

Figure 8. The characteristic spiral of the autumn lady’s
tresses orchid, Spiranthes spiralis.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BOTANIC GARDENS AND
STUDY OF BOTANY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

T

HE FIRST RECORDED botanic gardens were
established by the Universities of Pisa in 1543 and of
Padua, 1545.
In mediaeval times there was an interest in the medicinal
properties of plants, which were grown in plots in the enclosed
property of monasteries. At Oxford there was a garden at the
Grey Friars known as ‘Paradise’ and it is probable that the
Augustinian Friars in Cambridge had a similar plot. Mediaeval
universities were founded to train young men for three
professions: the Church, Law and Medicine. Medicine was a
conservative profession based on the university syllabus
teaching the ideas of Galen and Hippocrates. Its emphasis was
on anatomy and the need to treat injuries incurred in warfare or
on the tournament field. Advances in medication were the
province of working doctors and apothecaries based upon
popular lore and knowledge of the properties of herbs and other
plants. It was in the Moorish gardens of Southern Europe in the
13C, influenced by the writings of the Greek Dioscorides
(AD c.40-90) that occurred ‘the comparative study of plants
and the systematic introduction of exotic species with
experiments in their cultivation’.
The creation of botanic gardens in Europe was one of the
consequences of the 15C-16C Italian Renaissance. The
medicinal properties of plants stimulated explorers’ and
travellers’ interests in novelties: Europe was deluged with their
exotic imports of seeds and roots packaged in chests of earth to
try their fortunes at home. The invention of printing and
revolutionary techniques in painting enabled the observation,
recording and preservation of the facts of natural history. Thus
a renewed interest in the writings of Antiquity, new empirical
investigation, improved communications and geographical
explorations all contributed to the development of botanic
gardens at Italian universities.
Medical faculties in several Italian universities saw the
beginnings of an age of specialization, the creation of chairs of
surgery, anatomy and botany. The initiative of Luca Ghini
(1490-1556) at Pisa and his botanical influence over students
and researchers such as Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522-1605) at
Bologna ensured that the utilitarian monastic plot of useful
herbs was overtaken by the deliberately encyclopaedic botanic
garden. By 1567, these gardens and museums at Pisa and
Bologna became concomitant to university teaching with scope
for an empirical and practical approach, and the possibility of
experimentation. Botany became an independent subject,
enhanced further by the invention of the lens and the
microscope in the 17C. It was a respectable branch of ‘scientia’,
the knowledge of the natural world. Herbariums, libraries of
pressed and dried plants, were developed alongside gardens.
These Italian examples evoked interest in Northern Europe,
particularly in the Netherlands at Leiden, in Germany at Leipzig
and Heidelberg, and in Spain. Hearing that a garden in Seville
was ‘one of the outstanding things in Spain’, King Philip II
commissioned the scouring of America for specimens and
created a garden in Madrid for the researches of his

apothecaries. Such imports stimulated fresh interest in native
European plants and in 1592 the Bohemian physicist and
botanist, Adam Zaluziansky (c.1558-1613) wrote, ‘It is
customary to connect medicine with botany, yet scientific
treatment demands that we should consider each separately.’
In Great Britain medicine remained a conservative
profession with its emphasis on anatomy and physiology.
Physic gardens were established at Oxford, 1621 (this year is
its quadricentenary) and Edinburgh, 1680. It was not until the
18C that chairs of botany were founded in Oxford and
Cambridge: William Sherard (1659-1728), Consul at Smyrna
(1702-16), founded Oxford’s chair, while Richard Bradley
(1688-1732), widely travelled in Europe and who had seen
exotic plants in Amsterdam, was appointed the first professor
in Cambridge, 1724.
In England naturalists and apothecaries more readily
followed continental examples. The Chelsea Physic Garden,
1673 planted, arranged and classified new imports, followed by
Kew, c.1759. A succession of naturalists from William Turner
of Pembroke, Cambridge (born c.1508) to John Ray of Trinity,
Cambridge (died 1705), began to identify the ‘uses and virtues’
of plants, not just for medicine but also for cooking and
manufactures. They developed a novel, less man-centred, way
of looking at things and a new system for the classification of
plants. The ‘herbals’ of Turner, 1551, John Gerard, 1597, and
especially of John Parkinson, 1640, aided recognition with their
excellent illustrations.
By the early 18C the regional and popular names of plants
were being replaced by Latin terminology reaching final
international classification in the work of Carl Linnaeus (17071778) at his botanic garden in Uppsala, Sweden. As Bacon may
well have asserted, ‘Nature, being known, it may be mastered,
managed and used in the services of human life.’
DEVELOPMENTS AT CAMBRIDGE
Individual naturalists, rather than the University, took the lead
in Cambridge. John Gerard (c.1545–1612), a successful
London surgeon and herbalist, drafted a letter in the late 16C to
Lord Burghley, Vice-Chancellor of the University, offering to
lay out a garden in Cambridge and asking him ‘to signe for ye
University of Cambridge for planting of gardens’. There is no
evidence that it was received and certainly it was not enacted.
Robert Cecil, Burghley’s son, employed the elder John
Tradescant (c.1570-1638) to lay out a Renaissance pleasure
garden at Hatfield House. John Ray (1627-1705), author of
Catalogus plantarum circa Cantabrigiam nascentium, a
handbook of Cambridgeshire’s flora, taught botany privately to
university students in 1650. In 1660 he wrote, ‘We would urge
men of University standing to spare a brief interval from other
pursuits for the study of nature and of the vast library of creation
so that they gain wisdom in it at first hand and learn to read the
leaves of plants and the character impressed in flowers and
seeds’. Ray cultivated a small botanic garden by his rooms in
Trinity. His efforts were thwarted when he, an ordained
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Anglican priest, had to leave the University in 1663 for refusing
to assent to the 1662 Act of Uniformity.
Both Oxford and Cambridge Universities stagnated in the
18C despite the ideas associated with the Enlightenment. The
promise of developing natural science following the writings of
Isaac Newton did not materialize. In 1695 Dr Eachard, Vice
Chancellor of the University, had plans for a garden in
Cambridge. The Cambridge Portfolio of 1696 stated that a plan
had been drawn for a physic garden. However, no one came to
measure the intended garden and no site was recorded. In the
18C, professors frequently failed to lecture in their discipline;
so, too, did Richard Bradley (1688-1732) although he was a
prolific writer, especially on horticultural and agricultural
subjects. He did promise to expend ‘both funds and energy’ to
establish a garden and received some support from the eccentric
Richard Bentley (1662-1742), Master of Trinity, ViceChancellor and a Classical scholar. Bradley’s approach was
visionary, favouring the experimental rather than Ray’s
systematic botany: ‘I think Britain might be brought to a much
great perfection in agriculture... if our farmers had opportunities
and judgement to try experiments.’ He hoped to create a Physic
Garden, ‘where besides collecting such plants as are used in
physic, and choice vegetables from foreign countries, a little
room may be spared for experiments tending to the
improvement of land’. This was practical, applied science but
Bradley was ahead of his time, enjoyed no support from
Cambridge’s modest medical school, and his hope to use funds
from the estate of Mr Brownell of Willingham was dashed
when they were diverted elsewhere.
John Martyn of Emmanuel, Professor of Botany (1738-62)
did give a course of lectures in the Anatomy School in 1727,
emphasizing the medicinal qualities of plants in the tradition of
Ray but he showed no drive to form a garden. Richard Walker
(1679-1764) wrote of his earlier years, ‘Dr Martyn laboured
much to bring this science into repute, read public lectures for
several years; perambulated the county with his scholars,
showing them the Cambridgeshire plants where Mr Ray had
described them to grow, making many additions to that
catalogue’. For Martyn the professorship was a reward for
services rendered, rather than a career, and he was an absentee
professor.
THE OLD BOTANIC GARDEN
Creation
It was Walker, not Martyn, who provided the initiative and
funds to create Cambridge’s first Botanic Garden. Richard
Walker, Vice-Master of Trinity, on the advice of Philip Miller
of the Chelsea Physic Garden, purchased a plot of land within
the Borough of Cambridge for £1600 on 10th July 1761. His
personal initiative overcame the problem of finance, which was
to be a continual difficulty throughout the existence of two
botanic gardens in Cambridge. On 27th August 1762, by
indenture, the land was presented in trust to the University ‘for
the purpose of a public Botanic Garden’. For some years it was
called the Walkerian Botanic Garden and today there is a
Walkerian Society.

Figure 1. Detail of Hammond’s map (1592) showing the
bounds of the land once owned by the Augustinian Friars
prior to the Dissolution. NB North is to the right.

Figure 2. Detail of Loggan’s map (1688) with the bounds of
the former Friary in red, showing post-Dissolution
encroachment. NB Again, north is to the right.
convent had licence to enclose a strip of ground, 200 ft x 30 ft,
(61 m x 9 m) from their wall to the King’s Ditch (Fig. 1).
Further acquisitions were made and, by the Dissolution 1538-9
they owned some 5 acres (2 ha) bounded by Peas Hill to the
north, Slaughter Lane (Corn Exchange St) to the east, Dow
Dyers Lane (Pembroke St) to the south and Lurtburne Lane
(Free School Lane) to the west (Figs 1 & 2). The land of other
Cambridge friaries, the Franciscans, the Dominicans and the
Carmelites, was absorbed into colleges, but much of the
Augustinian land, for the next two centuries, was open garden,
the stone from their building being used elsewhere. In 1761 the
land was quite open to the south, ‘with near 5 acres of garden
about it, with wall conveniently sheltered by the Town in the
other quarters, with an ancient water course [Kynges Diche]
through the midst of it’. The Perse School was founded in 1615
within the site with ‘all those garden grounds parcell of the

Site
A 13C foundation in the Parish of St Edwards had brought
together various congregations of hermits under the rule of the
Augustinian Friary, the Black Friars. In 1292 its Prior and
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Fryers’. There was also a 27-room Mansion House, previously
the Friar’s Refectory.
Foundation and Plan
Walker’s Statutes or Orders stated, ‘That as soon as the stoves
and greenhouse are finished for the reception of tender plants,
and the whole Garden perfected for the hardy sorts, trials and
experiments shall be regularly made and repeated, in order to
discover their virtues for the benefit of mankind’. This was to
be a Physic Garden with the dominance of medicine over
botany. The stove was to be 58 ft (18 m) in length and the
greenhouse 104 ft x 50 ft (32 m x 15 m). A pond, 138 ft x 22 ft
(42 m x 7 m), was to be dug. Beds 169 ft (52 m) long were to
be established for medicinal plants ‘in comparison whereof
Flowers and Fruits must be looked upon as amusements only’.
Not the garden of Bradley’s vision. It was a typical Renaissance
physic garden, comparable in size to those at Oxford and
Chelsea. The garden was to be administered by ‘two officers, a
Reader on Plants and a Curator or Superintendent of the works
in the garden’.

Mansion House during the early years of office but later only
sporadically. In 1798 he left Cambridge, retaining the
Professorship until his death in 1825. In the early years some
funds were provided by rent from St Edward’s parish
workhouse in the precincts of the Garden. Other funds were
raised in 1784 by the sale of the Mansion House to John
Mortlock (he founded a bank there which later became
Barclays). As a result, the University built a lecture room and
ancillary buildings in the grounds of the Garden for use by
Professors of Botany, Anatomy and Physic. Here was the
beginning of the New Museums Site, which became the centre
of Natural Science in the University with the establishment of
its Tripos in 1851.

© Wellcome Library London. Licensed under
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International.

Developments 1762-1840’s
The beginnings were not auspicious: two essential stimuli were
lost with Walker’s death in 1764 and the departure of Charles
Miller, the Curator, for the East Indies in 1770. The third
Professor of Botany, Thomas Martyn (in post 1762-1825), son
of John Martyn, had to combine the Curatorship with his role
as Reader. In 1766 he stated ‘Our income is very scarce so that
we cannot finish our greenhouse, much less build stoves... Not
very consistent with the dignity of the University’. Slowly,
improvements were made. His catalogue of Cambridgeshire
plants (1763) set out plants in cultivation in Linnaean order and
the systematic beds were planted according to a sexual system.
Greenhouses were built on the northern wall. A limited space
for trees and shrubs around the periphery of the garden was left.
A gravel walk, 9 ft (3 m) wide (Fig. 3), was made from the
south gate on Pembroke Street northwards crossing the eastwest rectangular pond, which was fed from Hobson’s Conduit.
James Dunn, Curator 1794-1813, was a very able botanist and
gardener, who had trained at Kew. He used his links there to
acquire an impressive collection of plants including 16 willows,
40 species of carex, and bog and acid woodland species difficult
to grow in Cambridge soil. William Kirby’s Journal of 1797
recorded, ‘by the abilities of Mr Don, the Curator, is now in
excellent order; the collection of plants is greatly augmented
and the labels are, in general, accurate’. An 1814 report
recorded that the garden was ‘conveniently disposed and wellwatered’ and the greenhouse ‘richly stored with curious exotics
- some tea, coffee and bread fruit trees; a cotton tree and many
others of equal curiosity and value’. The distinguished Austrian
botanist, Josef August Schultes visited in 1826 and was
impressed by the arrangement of the garden and the five to six
thousand species usefully cultivated in very bad ground. He
noted especially ‘Alpine plants and rare species from Scots
Highlands - properly cultivated in small plots and placed during
winter under glass’. The main entrance was through wroughtiron gates from Pembroke Street, fitted in the early 19C, and
there was a small entrance from Free School Lane.
Professor Thomas Martyn, a man of limited talents and for
whom botany was only a hobby, did lecture regularly in the old

Figure 3. William Westall aquatint, 1815, of the Old Botanic
Garden with King’s College chapel and Great St Mary’s
church behind. Cambridge’s development would encroach
upon the garden, raising the need for a new location.

Figure. 4. Lithograph portrait by T.H. Maguire, 1849. J.S.
Henslow is seated, lorgnette in hand, elbow on books.
Professor John Stevens Henslow and
problems facing the Old Botanic Garden
Thomas Martyn had died in 1825 and was replaced as Professor
of Botany by John Henslow (1796-1861; Fig. 4), already
Professor of Mineralogy. Henslow faced difficult problems.
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movement and planting until 1846 and further finances were
needed to persuade G. Bullen, a tenant farmer, to terminate his
lease. Henslow had argued that ‘by the great increase and
extension of Cambridge the said Botanic Garden is now clearly
surrounded by buildings, whereby the free circulation of air is
impeded and obstructed’ (Fig. 3). Joseph Romilly, Fellow of
Trinity and Registrary of the University, echoed this view
speaking at an 1842 Congregation to a Grace dissenting from
the N and E Railway ‘running thro’ our new Botanical Garden’.
He stated that the Old Garden had to move from a built-up area
‘too confined for the health of the various plants’. But it was
money, as so often, which was a major impediment. In 1844 a
University Syndicate had finally resolved the problem, though
it agreed to a plan to develop only the western half of the
purchased site. This custom of setting up syndicates to manage
discrete items of business became permanent in the later 19C;
so the new Botanic Garden, together with the University Press
and Library, became major University institutions. On 22nd
May 1846 Romilly reported, ‘Friends of the Botanic Garden
agreed to send a Deputation tomorrow to the Vice Chancellor,
recommending a Syndicate for the proposal of a Tax to
purchase funds for scientific purposes’.

Figure 5. Aquatint and engraving by J. Harraden, 1800,
showing the Lecture Rooms in the Old Botanic Garden as
Henslow would have known them.
The teaching of botany had lapsed, medical studies were at a
low ebb and the University’s financial stringency posed serious
restraints on activity at the Botanic Garden. Its Curator had
problems with poor soil and local jackdaws continually stealing
wooden labels and seeds for nesting materials, while the
structure of the site made it impossible to respond to the needs
of new plants from North America, East Asia and temperate
China. A new site was required to house the wonderful
collection of trees resulting from the exploration of the Pacific
coast of North America. It was Henslow’s enthusiasm and
charisma that persuaded a response from the University which
would rejuvenate botany and ensure that it took its rightful
place in the upsurge of Natural Science. He required a larger
space to study plants themselves, not just a plant nursery for
teaching medical students. In 1846 he admitted, ‘when
appointed, I knew very little about botany... but I probably
know as much of the subject as any other student in
Cambridge’.
Henslow extended his study of the natural world through
rocks and geology by his personal development as a great field
naturalist. One of the founders of the Cambridge Philosophical
Society, he held weekly gatherings for students interested in
natural history, which became an important feature of the
University’s scientific life. A very popular lecturer, he
organized frequent field trips and revived specimens from
Martyn’s damaged herbarium, so providing for the foundation
of the important University herbarium. Charles Darwin was one
of the pupils accompanying Henslow on walks, ‘the man who
walks with Henslow’, and Henslow recommended Darwin as a
naturalist for the voyage of the Beagle.

Site
The purchased site was in the SW end of the Barnwell or
Cambridge Fields, Furlongs 66-69 and 72. Situated in the
alluvial plain of the river Cam, the soil was gravelly and porous.
With low rainfall, drought was more likely than waterlogging.
The site was bounded to the north by Bateman Street, to the east
by Hills Road, to the south by the private avenue of Brooklands
and to the west by Trumpington Road and Hobson’s Conduit.
It consisted of open fields with some old gravel pits. There were
cast iron railings along the western boundary with the conduit,
cast by Headley, the oldest Cambridge iron works operating in
Market Hill (the present site of Marks & Spencer).
Plan
A plan (Fig. 6) was drawn up by Andrew Murray, the new
garden’s first curator, in consultation with Professor Henslow
who, in his Address to Members of the University in 1846,
explained that a much larger number of living species could be
cultivated for systematic improvement and ‘for the anatomical
and other experimental researches essential to the progress of
general physiology’. He emphasized the ‘vastly increased
number of trees and shrubs that have been introduced within the
last half-century’. Medicine was no longer mentioned as
justification; instead, the new garden would exist to support
teaching and research into plants as organisms worthy of study
in their own right. The mention of an arboretum would be an
attractive amenity. So Henslow’s vision was open and
optimistic.
Murray’s plan (Fig. 6), still recognizable today, involved a
sinuous path around the circumference of the western half of
the site bisected along the east-west axis of the Main Walk. It
was to be an avenue of majestic coniferous trees, while belts of
other trees in family groups were to be planted outside the
perimeter path. The Main Walk was entered from the
Trumpington Road crossing Hobson’s Conduit and in May
1909 the original wrought iron gates of the Old Garden were
moved and re-erected there. His plan involved the tapping of

THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
BOTANIC GARDEN
Foundation
Henslow made frequent representations to the Governors of the
Old Botanic Garden arguing that it was ‘unsuited to the
demands of modern science’. Eventually they agreed to the
Garden’s removal ‘to a new and more eligible site’. Until the
mid-19C all sales of college land might only be made with
parliamentary authority. A suitable site of some 38 acres
(15 ha) was found in Trinity Hall’s ownership after the 1804-5
enclosure of the Barnwell Fields and an 1831 Parliamentary Act
authorized its purchase for £2210 8s. Legal wrangles delayed
-8-

Figure 6. Andrew Murray’s proposal for the ‘new’ Botanic Garden, 1845. Murray has neatly written the plant family name on each
island bed, establishing the one plant family to one bed rule that is unique to Cambridge. Note: north is to the top. © CUBG 2018.
the conduit for a water supply to a lake on the north side of the
Main Walk, which was developed from an existing gravel pit at
a cost of £152 in 1858. On the south side of the walk were to be
herbaceous systematic beds with the naming and organization
of species in families. A range of glasshouses was erected on
the northern boundary in 1855. An inscription on a label
attached to a lime tree beside the main entrance reads ‘This tree
was planted by the Rev Ralph Tatham DD, Vice Chancellor on
the foundation of the Botanic Garden, 2nd November 1846’.
The transfer of hardy herbaceous plants from the Old
Garden to the new systematic beds began. Babington, in tribute
to Murray, wrote ‘All have seen what he has done in converting
a cornfield into a botanical garden containing one of the best
collections of hardy trees, shrubs and herbs in the kingdom’.

ultimately be a considerable protection. The Herbaceous Plants
are arranged in beds on the right of the great walk’. In 1867
allotments were established in the 18-acre (7-ha) eastern part of
the site (Fig. 7). By the 1870’s the garden was well established
with a collection of trees and plants second only to Kew.

Developments to 1919
Murray’s successor as Curator, James Stratton, worked under a
new Syndicate appointed by the University for the future
management of the Botanic Garden. Science was to be the first
consideration and then to encourage a general taste for
botanical studies. As ever, funds were meagre, and the
preference was for hardy rather than tender plants. ‘The trees
form a belt surrounding the whole ground, to which they will

Figure 7. Aerial photo from 1945 showing allotments in the
eastern half of the Botanic Garden. North is to the top.
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Stratton was succeeded by Richard Irwin Lynch (18501924) in 1879. Despite financial constrictions Lynch made
considerable advances in the next 40 years. In 1881 a Curator’s
house was built at the Bateman Street side entrance and extra
gardeners were employed to plant more trees. In 1915 Lynch
wrote a booklet, Trees of the Botanic Garden. He had redesigned the bog and water garden area, reconstructed the rock
garden from a gravel pit, 1911-20 (Fig. 8), begun a collection
of hardy cacti, created a new bed of medicinal plants and
managed to replace the ageing glasshouses. After strong
campaigning, a Grace in 1887 authorized the Syndicate to
obtain a new plan for them not exceeding £3000. Another Grace
allowed members of the Senate with their friends to visit the
Garden on Sundays. The new Glasshouse Range, 1888-91, had
a long corridor with successive houses on the south side: a
Temperate House, a Cool Fern House, a Conservatory, a Stove
and Tropical Rain Forest, a Palm House and Succulent Houses.

Figure 9. Development on both the Old Botanic Garden and
the Downing sites by 1914.
agricultural botany and diseases of plants; a laboratory course
on systematic botany by the Curator of the Herbarium and
courses on the physiology of plants, on biology and the
classification of fungi, algae, bryophyta and vascular
cryptogams.
Behind railings near the old Cavendish Laboratory in Free
School Lane, a very small garden was planted with
representations of the stock of the original garden. Today the
University plans to relocate more of its physical science
facilities to other Cambridge sites and to make yet another
transformation of the Old Garden site. Among remaining
buildings three external courts are to be created providing new
public and open spaces within the site and with new pedestrian
and cycle ways linking Pembroke Street to Bene’t Street. The
University states that this ‘Development will support the
creation of an attractive, accessible, safe and sustainable
environment’.

Figure 8. The rock garden c.1923, now the Terrace Garden.
THE NEW MUSEUMS SITE ON
THE OLD BOTANIC GARDEN
On 8th September 1847 Romilly recorded, ‘We went to the
Botanic Garden (old site) to see the Aloe which is just
beginning to blow’. Changes were to follow. In the late 19C
Florence Keynes, Darwin’s granddaughter visited ‘the Natural
History Museum on the old site of the Physic Garden and with
the iron gates of the garden still standing’. Then in 1932 the last
relic, a fine Chinese Sophora japonica, was felled to make way
for further building extensions.
William Whewell, Master of Trinity wrote Novum Organon
Renovatum, 1858, which includes a discussion of Technical
Terms and in Botany ‘the formation of an exact descriptive
language... that systematic construction of the technical
language of science, which is one of the main features in the
intellectual history of modern times’. In 1878 there was the
suggestion that Botany and Zoology together might form a
‘science of living nature’. The University had built lecture
rooms in 1784 and the site was transformed into ‘a strong city’
for the Museums of Science and for laboratories of numerous
branches of science.
In 1904 a new Botanical School (Fig. 9), designed by W. C.
Marshall and built by Sindalls of Cambridge, was opened on
the new Downing Site by King Edward VII. It contained lecture
rooms, labs (Fig. 10), a museum and a herbarium, ‘the
storehouse of collections given to the University by successive
occupants of the Chair of Botany since its foundation in 1724
and by various travellers, among whom the honoured name of
Charles Darwin is conspicuous’. There were now courses in

Figure 10. Inside the new Botanical School, 1904.
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CORY’S BENEFACTION AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BOTANIC GARDEN
On Lynch’s retirement in 1919, the Garden Syndicate changed
the direction of the Garden towards scientific botany and away
from horticulture. The garden became associated directly with
teaching. The office of Curator was abolished in favour of a
Director, Humphrey Gilbert-Carter (1884-1969), who would
combine the Curatorship of the Herbarium and the policy of
teaching systematic botany in the Garden. A new office of
Superintendent was appointed, a practical gardener responsible
for the day-to-day administration of the Garden.
Finance was still a problem but Reginald Cory, formerly of
Trinity, gave £1,000 to employ extra labour and made regular
generous donations, together with a substantial legacy of
£200,000. The University contributed by the sale of a strip of
allotment on the Hills Road boundary to the Ortona Motor
Company for a bus garage.
Cory’s benefaction allowed some extension of the Garden
without changing its layout. The famous collections of trees and
shrubs, some unique in Britain, were extended. An inner mound
between the two arms of the ponds became a water garden. The
generosity of John Charrington of Trinity enabled the
establishment of an Alpine House between two bays of the
glasshouse and an extended wall from the Bateman Street
entrance towards the glasshouses. Cory’s funding allowed
Gilbert-Carter to produce the first Guide to the University
Botanic Garden Cambridge, 1922, and to enjoy life in the new
Cory Lodge from 1925. The Bateman Street entrance was most
commonly used and in 1937 Trinity College presented fine oak
gates. Just inside were the Superintendent’s House and offices.
The annual report for 1943 stated that Cory’s 1934 bequest
‘proved to be much larger than anticipated’. A new Syndicate
with the Director as its secretary was set up to determine
general policy in the Garden and to appoint new managers of
the Cory Fund. There were ‘opportunities to extend the range
of plants’ and it was agreed to absorb the 18 acres (7 ha) of
allotments on the eastern half of the site to establish research
and experimental areas. In 1947 the Superintendent wrote, ‘At
that time mechanisation was non-existent in the Garden. We
bought our first motor lawn mower together with a motor lorry’.
Gilbert-Carter retired in 1950 and his successor John
Gilmour had a new office in the early-Victorian house, 1
Brookside, purchased by the Cory Fund. The same bequest
funded the present Rock Garden, which lies on the northern
edge of the lake (Fig. 11) and was constructed during the
winters of 1954-58 using Carboniferous limestone from
Milnthorpe in Cumbria. Gilmour also set up a two-year student
gardener scheme. The work of Gilmour and his Superintendent
Bob Younger and of their successors has brought about change
in the primary foci of plant science since the mid-19C, moving
away from Murray’s organisation of individual species into
family groupings, and towards a general concern with how
plant communities develop. The further evolution of the
Botanic Garden into the 21C under its most recent Directors –
including Prof. Beverley Glover, CGT Patron and the present
incumbent– was lucidly articulated in the recent talk by Prof.
Glover and may become the subject of a later article.
The Botanic Garden was registered under the Historic
Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act, 1953, being within the

Figure 11. The lake in Autumn. Photo courtesy of P. Grosset.
Register of Historic Parks and Gardens by Historic England for
its special historic interest.
The Garden is open daily from 10:00am to dusk or 6:00pm,
whichever is earlier, throughout the year except for 24
December to 1 January (inclusive).
Charles Malyon, July 2021
Postscript
Initially I visited the Botanic Garden for pleasure in 1952. I am
an historian, not a plantsman, but friendship and walks with
Max Walters (Director 1973-83) in the 1960s gave me a greater
interest and appreciation of the environs of Cambridge and its
landscape and natural life. From Max I acquired some
knowledge of the Garden and its development.
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TWO ONLINE RESEARCH TOOLS

M

EMBERS OF CGT RESEARCH GROUP have
been working independently over the last 18
months and, in doing so, have discovered fresh
tools. Here’s an introduction to two of them: the British
Newspaper Archive (BNA) and OASIS V (Online AccesS to
the Index of archaeological investigationS).

explore using the link https://www.bl.uk/collection-guides/
british-newspaper-archive# ?
OASIS V
OASIS V is a newly launched, public-friendly version of a tool
which archaeologists have apparently long used. It is run by the
University of York and brings together several groups
including Historic England (HE), the Archaeology Data
Service, Historic Environment Scotland, and the Royal
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of
Wales. HE now encourages members of county gardens trusts
and other similar groups to enter the details they have amassed
about a park, a garden or, in fact, any designed landscape. They
regard it as complementary to the UK Parks and Gardens
database which is now being managed by the Hestercombe
Gardens Trust. The information will be automatically fed
through to the Historic Environment Record and other heritage
bodies.
OASIS V currently covers England and Scotland, and parts
of Wales and Ireland. The Welsh records seem to be mostly
maritime in character, but the hope is that version V will
encourage greater terrestrial use in the Principality! There is
apparently a vast amount of information in there: 320,000
bibliographic records and abstracts, 111,000 open-access
articles, and unpublished reports. The public can view records
of these, but not see the metadata records which have the fine
detail. Note that grey literature (material which has not been
peer-reviewed) can be uploaded onto it - this is still very
relevant to CGT members even though our Newsletter has been
noticed by the copyright libraries, so that it automatically
becomes an acquisition by each of the national copyright
libraries. But if you have material not published in the
Newsletter, and you have the appropriate access credentials,
you can put it on OASIS! It may well be useful to county local
authorities in dealing with planning applications, for instance,
as well as to other researchers. CGT hopes - after training - to
upload the material the research group has created about the
productive walled gardens that existed in Cambridgeshire and
Huntingdonshire in the 1880s.
It is said to be intuitive to use, and utilises a standardised
terminology for indexing, with more specialist modules for
things like burial places which are probably of greater relevance
to archaeologists than to garden historians. It does have friendly
mapping tools which take the hassle out of specifying exactly
where the feature you are reporting is located.
You can register at https://oasis.ac.uk The helpdesk is at
archaeologydataservice.ac.uk and use the ‘help’ button on the
menu bar. There are also ‘how to’ videos on the Vimeo channel.
There will be training workshops, offered through The Gardens
Trust, in the winter or early spring. In preparation for that, CGT
has been registered as a ‘community group’ user in the system
– watch this space!

BRITISH NEWSPAPER ARCHIVE
The British Newspaper Archive is made available by the British
Library for a relatively modest subscription. It includes a
formidable number of titles from all round the country and is
expanding overseas as well. They are often papers that only ran
for a few years, but some are titles which are still familiar. It is
intuitive to use and, in some ways, similar to the old newspaper
one sometimes finds lining drawers. An intriguing time waster!
There is a helpful search function, so you can limit searches
by place of publication - county, city, borough - and by decade
or century. It shows you which titles it considers meet your
requirements, and you can select from them if you wish to. Are
you, for instance, interested in issues of all of the Cambridge
Chronicle, the Cambridge Independent Press and the
Cambridge General Advertiser for 1840-50? You can also - or
only - search on an individual’s name. It has a good
bookmarking system whereby you can note why you have
bookmarked a particular page, which line of thought it supports
or refutes, and so on.
Now there is one snag - it does not interpret old typeface as
our brain would. So, for instance, if one searches on ‘Loudon’
one gets an awful lot of results to read through in old print
which include the word ‘London’. C’est la vie - and not too big
a problem compared with the benefits it brings from searching
a huge number of original sources. It brings up search results as
entire authentic printed pages, putting a coloured box round the
relevant word(s).
You can try the search without charge but to view the
content in a newspaper page image, there is a choice of timelimited Pay-As-You-Go or subscription packages. Why not

A copy of The Times from 1951, which happens to cover a
replanting scheme at St John’s College, Cambridge.

Gin Warren, September 2021
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LANCELOT ‘CAPABILITY’ BROWN AND FAMILY IN
FENSTANTON – A REPUTATION RESTORED
This paper continues Bridget Flanagan’s research into Lancelot Brown and family in Fenstanton and follows
her 2016 article published in the Delegate Brochure to the Tercentenary Conference on Lancelot Brown.1

W

HEN LANCELOT BROWN bought the estate of
Fenstanton and Hilton from Lord Northampton in
1767 he made a sound investment for his family.
Researchers find it both surprising and tantalising that, for a
man so much recorded and in the public eye, there is very little
known of his activity at Fenstanton. This article uncovers more
background and details of the Brown family in Fenstanton, their
connections with the Cowling family and, in so doing, tries to
set the record straight.

Figure 3. The memorial in Fenstanton church to Mary
Elizabeth Cowling (junior), who died at the age of 10.
In the Norris Library and Museum, St Ives, there are the
papers of Sidney Inskip Ladds (1867-1948).2 He was an
architect and historian and, alongside his supervision of the
fabric of numerous churches in Huntingdonshire, he was one of
the authors of the Victoria History of the County of
Huntingdon.3 During his survey of Fenstanton Church, he
recorded the large monument in the chancel for Lancelot
Brown, his wife Bridget and two of their sons (Fig. 1). Close to
this and other Brown memorials are several monuments for the
Cowling family (Figs 2 & 3). Inskip Ladds’ notes of September
1928 show that he sketched family trees for the Browns and
Cowlings from the dates on the monuments.4 He drew the trees
alongside each other, and then connected them with a broken
line from Mary Elizabeth Cowling (1756-1847) to the offspring
of Lancelot and Bridget Brown (Fig. 4). He seemed to be
suggesting that Mary Elizabeth Cowling was an illegitimate
daughter of Lancelot Brown. But what information had
prompted this?

Image by kind permission of the
Norris Museum.

Figure 1. The post-restoration monument in Fenstanton
church to Lancelot Brown and members of his family.

Figure 4. Inskip Ladds sketched the family trees of the Brown
and Cowling families. He connected the two with a broken
line between Lancelot and Mary Elizabeth.

Figure 2. The memorial to Peter Cowling, his wife Mary
Elizabeth and their son Peter Lancelot in Fenstanton church.
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Image by kind permission of the Norris Museum.

Inskip Ladds was guided around Fenstanton by a local
expert, Miss Gertrude Peet, who spent much time in the
Cambridge University Library researching the history and
traditions of Fenstanton and Huntingdonshire.5 She lived in the
Manor House and was particularly interested in the manorial
history – especially its most famous Lord of the Manor,
Lancelot Brown. She explained that her research had thrown up
a conundrum. Firstly, why were the Cowling family
commemorated in the chancel and buried in its vault - alongside
the Brown family? And secondly why did Peter Cowling
(husband of Mary Elizabeth) refer in his will6 to Rev. Thomas
Brown (the youngest son of Lancelot: Fig. 5) as his brother-inlaw, and leave bequests to him and his son Rev. Robert
Lancelot Brown, referring also to the latter as his nephew? This
legal document, she believed, was irrefutable proof that the
families were connected via Mary Elizabeth Cowling, but the
details of the connection were frustratingly elusive. There
seemed to be no record of Mary Elizabeth’s marriage to Peter
Cowling in any parish registers, and thus no knowledge of her
maiden name or origins. No other clues could be found in wills
or family papers. Inskip Ladds did not elaborate or add notes to
his dotted line, and Gertrude Peet made no mention. There were
numerous descendants and relations of Lancelot Brown, several
of whom lived locally.7
And so the puzzle remained. Occasionally, over the years,
historians became aware of it, but Jane Brown was the first to
take it further in her biography of 2011, Lancelot ‘Capability’
Brown - The Omnipotent Magician 1716-1783.8 She noted that
Mary Elizabeth Cowling had been a witness to the marriage of
Peggy Brown (Lancelot’s second daughter) and James Rust in
Fenstanton in 1788 (Fig. 5). But, of greater interest, was the
naming of Peter and Mary Elizabeth Cowling’s son as Peter
Lancelot (Fig. 4): were these names chosen, in accordance with
widespread custom of the time, as those of his grandfathers?
With no evidence to disprove what seemed to be obvious, the
dotted line became joined up. And from there, theories
abounded. Perhaps the reason for buying the Fenstanton estate
was that Mary Elizabeth could be hidden there as a child?

Figure 6. Detail from Inskip Ladds’ proofs for the VCH
showing that he had doubts concerning some of the
information provided by Gertrude Peet.

Perhaps Lancelot kept his wife from visiting Fenstanton
because of Mary Elizabeth? Whereas Inskip Ladds had left his
papers to quiet posterity in the Norris Museum, in the 21C the
internet and social media spread the word far and wide,
allowing theory to be transformed into fact.
On revisiting the Norris Museum Fenstanton file, we see
that in October 1930, Ladds had strong reservations about the
accuracy of Gertrude Peet’s accounts of Lancelot Brown’s
Fenstanton life. Perhaps the hand that had guided his dotted line
wasn’t so reliable after all? As he prepared the Fenstanton entry
of the Victoria County History (VCH; Fig. 6), Gertrude Peet
insisted he record that Lancelot Brown lived in the Manor
House – her house. But we see next to the line9 The Manor
House - Capability Brown lived there, that Ladds wrote in
notes, to be shared with his fellow authors: Has Miss Peet given
you her proofs of this? I know she says so, but I think you should
check her statements. And opposite, in the margin, he added:
Personally I should not accept it on her authority. I have heard
her tell some very wild
tales. Highly imaginative.
Yet, surprisingly, Gertrude
Peet’s history won the day
and there was published in
the VCH in 1932:10
Towards the east end of
[Chequer Street] is the
Manor House, a good 17thcentury brick house with
shaped gables at each end
and a brick porch of two
stories, now the residence
of Miss G. M. Peet. Some of
the internal fittings are
original. This was the house
in which Lancelot Brown,
generally
known
as
'Capability Brown', lived
after he obtained the manor
from
the
Earl
of
Figure 5. A more complete section of the Brown family tree than that in Fig. 4.
Northampton in 1768.
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There was no evidence to support this authoritative statement
in 1932, and none has emerged since. And until proof emerges
that he did not live there, it will continue to be widely believed
and repeated that Lancelot Brown lived in the Manor House in
Chequer Street, Fenstanton.
Let us start with the illegitimacy theory. We find that
Lancelot Brown’s reputation can now be restored. The theorists
had assumed that if Mary Elizabeth’s husband, Peter Cowling,
and Rev. Thomas Brown (Lancelot’s son) were brothers in law,
she must be a Brown by birth. (They also could be brothers in
law if Thomas Brown was married to Peter Cowling’s sister,
but as Peter Cowling did not have a sister, and as Thomas had
married Susannah Dickens, that possibility was ruled out.) And
so, they, led by Gertrude Peet, jumped at the theory that Mary
Elizabeth was a half-Brown, i.e. she was illegitimate.
Everybody overlooked the only other possibility – that Mary
Elizabeth and Susannah were sisters. Which is what they were.
Mary Elizabeth Dickens is easily found as born in 1756 and her
sister Susannah in 1760. They were the daughters of Rev.
Charles Dickens,11 Rector of Hemingford Abbots, and their
baptisms are recorded in the parish registers.12
The Hemingford Abbots parish registers have notable
gaps13 in the second half of the 18C – to the great irritation of
family historians, who blame a succession of curates14 at the
time. Although the marriage of Rev. Thomas Brown and
Susannah Dickens on 22 January 1785 fell within this period,
historians found it otherwise recorded in Venn’s Alumni
Cantabrigienses15 and an obituary of 1830.16 For Mary
Elizabeth and Peter Cowling, historians scoured parish registers
far and wide looking for a marriage but drew a complete blank.
Jane Brown posited the theory that they had married abroad.
Instead, it was very close to home. An internet trawl of
newspaper archives – so easy in 2021 – finds reports (Fig. 7) of
the marriage of Peter Cowling and Miss Dickens in Hemingford
Abbots in Nov 1787.17,18 All was legitimate and very ordinary
after all.
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Peter Cowling’s brother-in-law, Rev. Thomas Brown, and
his wife Susannah (Mary Elizabeth’s sister) are buried at
Conington. This means that there are no direct family ties
between those Browns and Cowlings who share the Fenstanton
chancel and vault. And so, Gertrude Peet’s question as to why
they are buried together, remains unanswered – as yet. When
we look at the Cowling family in the next instalment, we may
find the answer.
Bridget Flanagan, September 2021
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A NOTE IN MEMORY OF CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR, 1935-2021

T

HE MAY NEWSLETTER had just been distributed to
members when we were saddened to hear of the death
of CGT founder member and landscape archaeologist,
Christopher Taylor, who passed away on 28 May 2021 at the
age of 85.
Educated at the King Edward VI school in Lichfield,
Christopher graduated from North Staffordshire College, now
Keele University, in history and geography in 1958. After a
diploma in prehistory from London University, he entered the
Royal Commission on Historical Monuments of England
(RCHME) in 1960, rising to become its Head of Archaeological
Survey in 1985 before retiring in 1993. RCHME subsequently
merged with English Heritage in 1999.
Christopher developed new methods for analysing the
‘humps and bumps’ that marked the prior existence of structural
features in the landscape and identified new techniques for their
interpretation as temporal markers in the evolution of villages,
great houses, castles and gardens. One of his most important
publications was a practical handbook, Fieldwork in Medieval
Archaeology (1974), whose techniques were strikingly
demonstrated in his 1990 paper in the journal Medieval
Archaeology, which described the interpretation of the
earthworks around Bodiam Castle in East Sussex.
Christopher enjoyed helping amateur groups to conduct
their own surveys, which led to a series of books aimed mainly
at readers with a general interest, including landscape histories
of counties he knew well, Dorset and, of course,
Cambridgeshire. A founding member of CGT, together with his
second wife Stephanie, Christopher enjoyed the company of
John Drake, CGT’s first Chair. In fact, both CGT and Arts
Society members may remember a splendid double act they
gave at Buckden Palace on the lost gardens of Cambridgeshire.
Over tea and cakes together at the Taylor home in Pampisford,

Christopher Taylor FBA
they would have long discussions over the history of gardens,
often adding forgotten ones to both editions of The Gardens of
Cambridgeshire. One such example was the garden at Westoe
Lodge and the resulting article appeared in the May 2014
edition of the Newsletter: this editor had the pleasure of
working with Christopher on its production, in which the
editing comprised no more than reformatting into two columns.
Christopher was elected a fellow of the British Academy in
1995. In 1997 he was awarded an honorary doctorate by Keele
University and in 2013 he received the academy’s John Coles
medal for his contribution to landscape archaeology.
This note has touched lightly on his many achievements:
this is not to belittle them but simply to whet the appetite for
what we hope will be a full-length talk on Christopher Taylor’s
contributions to be given some time in 2022 by his colleague
and friend Susan Oosthuizen, Emeritus Professor in Medieval
Archaeology at Cambridge. Watch this space and the CGT
website!
Phil Christie, October 2021

EMERGING-FROM-LOCKDOWN CGT QUIZ

N

OW THAT COVID restrictions are easing and more,
but by no means all, of us can venture from home
more readily, we are going to give the lockdown
quizmaster a holiday. Here, we give you the answers to the quiz
from page 18 of Newsletter 50.

3.

4.
1.

2.

ANSWERS TO QUIZ IN NEWSLETTER 50
Who brought back the swallowtail butterfly to Wicken
Fen?
Marney Hall, the St Ives horticulturist and wild-flower
specialist whose obituary we carried on p2.
Where might you spot Dactylorhiza from a car?
On the slip road from the M11 up to the South Mimms
services, as reported by Juliet Day on p4.

5.

Why might a parachute come in useful in a certain
Cambridge college library?
There is a door at first-floor level in the Elizabethan
Library at Trinity Hall, which accessed a raised walkway,
now no longer extant, for the Master’s exclusive use (p6).
Who bred the first tropical water lily hybrid?
Louis van Houtte of Ghent bred the first tropical water lily
hybrid (p17).
Where does the river Til end?
The River Til becomes the River Kym to the NW of
Wright’s Farm on Tilbrook Road, Kimbolton (p13).
Phil Christie, October 2021
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RUINS IN THE LANDSCAPE

A

For her second reason, Twigs cited the ability of a ruin in
the landscape to demonstrate the superior intellect and taste, if
not sheer wealth, of the owner. Probably Thomas Howard was
quite aware of this when he had his portrait painted and since
the foundation of modern European culture was based upon the
civilisations of Greece and Rome, then it would be normal for
a person of taste and intellect to expound upon classical values
and history to his guests during a perambulation through the
estate. Sometimes the allusion could be satirical: the Temple of
Modern Virtue at Stowe, built in 1737, was an ironic political
comment, with a headless statue of Walpole in contemporary
dress. It was evidently left to fall down but there are slight
remnants in the undergrowth. Such literary or political allusion
might challenge the 21C eye, as at Wimpole Hall where Kasie
Alt, in her paper1 to the Garden History Society Graduate
Symposium in 2015, asserted that the Gothic folly held
allusions to Whig politics via the book, Athenian Letters,
published privately by Philip and Charles Yorke in 1741.

Figure 1. Part of the Pompeian wall at Hever Castle gardens,
Kent with statuary, stone artefacts and vegetated masonry.
Image courtesy of Twigs Way.

Figure 3. The Wimpole folly originally designed by Sanderson
Miller and implemented by Lancelot Brown. Pure eyecatcher
or Whig political allusions by the Yorkes?

1

© National Portrait Gallery. Licensed under
Creative Commons (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0).

T THE HEIGHT of the second (or was it the third?)
lockdown in late February of this year, members were
treated to a highly stimulating talk by former CGT
Chair, Dr Twigs Way, who addressed the topic Ruins in the
Landscape. Delivered via Zoom, because of the need to avoid
the human contact that the virus exploited, many in the
audience must have hoped that the topic would not be
apocalyptic, but Twigs focused on the mainly retrospective
analysis of landscape gardeners past and present who felt that a
bit of masonry, preferably of the crumbling variety, was just
what a good view needed.
There have been those who were sceptical of this idea and
Twigs quoted George Wheeler who, in his 1682 preface to A
Journey into Greece, wrote, ‘For I know some will say, why
does he treat us to descriptions of weeds, and make us hobble
after him over broken stones, decayed buildings and old
rubbish?’ But this, evidently, had been a minority view since at
least the time of the Romans, and possibly before. So why have
the avant garde-ners been so keen to incorporate decayed
buildings into landscapes throughout the last two millennia?
Twigs proposed three reasons for the persistent fashion.
Firstly, sheer aesthetics: the combination of sculpted artefacts
in a composed garden or landscape allows each to set off the
other through contrasts in texture, colour, finish and solidity.
The latter quality, in particular for the stonework, imbues a
sense of permanence to a landscape which vegetation alone
might fail to impart. How these attributes may be arranged to
bring out the greatest aesthetic response in the viewer is the art
of the landscape gardener but Twigs showed several examples,
such as the Pompeian Wall at Hever (Fig. 1) and the columns
and statuary at Anglesey Abbey, to support her point of mutual
aesthetic reinforcement and, indeed, literal planting support for
greenery by the stonework. Of particular interest was a detail
from a portrait of Thomas Howard, 14th Earl of Arundel,
showing the Roman-style gardens he created to display his
large collection of statuary and antiquities (Fig. 2). Completed
in 1627, the garden must have been remarkable for its time.

Figure 2. Thomas Howard, 14th Earl of Arundel by Daniel
Mytens, oil on canvas, c.1618, NPG5292. Detail shows some
of his statuary in a pavilion, prior to completion of the garden.

See CGT Newsletter 39, October 2015, p11-12.
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Thirdly, Twigs suggested that the inclusion of stonework in
the landscape almost guaranteed the owner a legacy that, if not
permanent, would certainly last longer than his own mortal
remains. Acting as a sort of Memento Mori for himself, the
other side of the same coin was the Ozymandian declaration,
‘Look on my Works ye Mighty and despair!’
Although not explicitly articulated by Twigs, an underlying
reason for including ruins in the landscape was that, at least
until the authorities realised what was happening, there was no
real shortage of supply. Whether they were Grand Tour
artefacts from Greece or Rome, selected from those left over
after the owners of the gardens at Tivoli or Farnese had had
their pick, or closer to home in the abbeys abandoned after the
depredations of Henry VIII, the wealthy could access the
genuine articles and incorporate them into their estates. Twigs
quoted Jane Austen, in her early History of England, who wrote
of Henry VIII, ‘The Crimes and Cruelties of this Prince were
too numerous to be mentioned... and nothing can be said in his
vindication, but that of his abolishing Religious Houses and
leaving them to the depredations of time has been of infinite use
to the landscape of England in general, which probably was his
principal motive for doing it, since otherwise why should a Man
who was of no Religion be so much at trouble to abolish one
which had for ages been established in the Kingdom.’

determines whether a created ruin should be conserved before
it becomes that pile of rubble and, if one is going to conserve it,
to what stage of ruination must it be restored? What should be
the balance between a ruin and its embellishments of ivy and
other rock-cracking plants? These are matters of aesthetics, and
different people will have different views, but Twigs noted that
in 1725 John Dyer wrote, ‘There is a certain charm that follows
the sweep of time... and I can’t help thinking the triumphal
arches more beautiful now than they ever were. There is a
certain greenness, ... and a certain disjointedness and moulder
among the stones, something so pleasing in their weeds and
tufts of myrtle, and something in them altogether so greatly
wild, that mingling with art, and blotting out traces of
disagreeable squares and angles, adds certain beauties that
could not be before imagined.’ Dyer certainly liked his stones
adorned with greenery and, after all, this was how ‘real’
classical ruins were used to being seen. The possible trade-off
between archaeological conservation and aesthetic greenery
was not really considered and even the Studley Royal
archaeological consultant, Mark Newman, was heard to remark
that the former Ministry for Ancient Monuments might better
have been called the Ministry for Tidy Monuments for their zeal
in removing any growth that might hasten their decay.
Similarly, in a 1767 letter to Catherine Talbot, Amabel,
Countess de Grey, said with some irony of the new folly at
Wimpole Hall, ‘so very new, and so very spruce, and the stones
are so nicely squared and so neatly joined... that I think there is
no way of giving it a proper ruinous appearance but pointing a
battery of Canon at it.’
Twigs lavishly adorned her talk with many illustrations of
ruins old and new in the most wonderful of gardens and
landscape settings. She gave the final words of her excellent
talk to Denis Diderot (1713-1784) a famous French social
provocateur, who wrote thus to his friend Hubert Robert (17331808) a painter of Italian ruins, ‘You don’t know why ruins give
so much pleasure? I will tell you the thoughts that straightway
came into my head... Everything dissolves, everything perishes,
everything passes, only time goes on... What is my existence in
comparison with this crumbling stone?’ Ozymandias beware!

Figure 4. Henry VIII’s post-Dissolution landscape legacy at
Fountains Abbey, brought into John Aislabie’s Studley Royal
estate by his son William in 1767.

Phil Christie, October 2021

John and William Aislabie at Studley Royal eventually
united Fountains Abbey (Fig. 4) with the rest of their estate to
create the ‘Wonder of the North’. Not content with that, John
Aislabie also purchased nearby Hackfall Wood and his son
William landscaped it to create surprise views but, since there
was a lack of pre-existing ruins on which to rest the eye, had
follies such as ‘Mowbray Castle’ constructed (Fig. 5).
The process of creating new ruins in the landscape, because
the real ruins were not in the right place and couldn’t be moved
or the price of the ‘real thing’ was beyond reach, raised some
interesting issues that Twigs developed in some detail. Such
issues are not just of historical interest as suppliers such as
Haddonstone2 continue to provide bespoke temples, pavilions
and follies. How pristine should a ruin look? How decayed can
some masonry appear before it becomes a pile of rubble? What
2

Figure 5. William Aislabie constructed ‘Mowbray Castle’ as
an eyecatcher over the Ure valley in Hackfall Wood.

https://www.haddenstone.com/en-gb
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NEWS FROM THE BORDERS
News items and events from outside Cambridgeshire that we hope may be of interest to members.
For full details and registration go to the Gardens Trust
webpage
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/japanese-gardenstickets-173680993527
PLANT NURSERIES, HUNTERS & PIONEERS
Researched and authored by John Drake, our late former chair,
CGT published in 2008 Wood and Ingram: A Huntingdonshire
Nursery 1742-1950. If you found this a must-have history then
you should not miss the rest of a series of seven Gardens Trust
talks covering the theme of Plant Nurseries, Hunters &
Pioneers. On Mondays in November and December, starting at
6:00pm, the titles are:
Nov 1 George London and the Brompton Park Nursery
Nov 8 The Greenings of Brentford End – Georgian Royal
Gardeners
Nov 15 Supplying the ‘Nobility and Gentry’ and the ‘Floral
Public’: The Norwich Nurserymen and the Provincial Nursery
Industry, c.1750-1860
Nov 22 The Nursery of the Armstrong Family of Hampshire
Nov 29 Daniel Grimwood of Kensington and the Great
Geranium Robbery
Dec 6 Thomas Backhouse, Brother of the More Famous James:
The Early Years (1815-1854) of the Backhouse Nursery, York
Dec 13 Caldwell’s Plants and People
Talks cost £5 each or all 7 for £28. Full details at
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/plant-nurseries-in-englandtickets-165535953493

FORTHCOMING TALKS
The easing of covid restrictions has not diminished the number
of talks accessible from the comfort of your own home. Below
is a series of monthly Zoom lectures from the Gardens Trust, in
association with Kent & Sussex Gardens Trusts and the
National Garden Scheme, on the topic: Where The Wildness
Pleases – The English Garden Celebrated. On Friday evenings
at 7:00pm, at roughly monthly intervals from 22 October 2021
to 25 February 2022 at £5 per lecture or all four for £16.
Oct 22 Woodlands and Parks – Green is not the only Colour
Nov 19 Beauty and Utility – Art, Craft and Recycling
Jan 21 Shaking off the Historical Shackles – Make or Break
Feb 25 Shear Genius and Ripping Yarns
For full details and registration go to the Gardens Trust
webpage https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/where-the-wildnesspleases-tickets-169774003615

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
GARDENS TRUST
The Gardens Trust, in partnership with Northamptonshire
Gardens Trust, is presenting a series of four lectures under the
Unforgettable Gardens theme. The weekly talks start at 7:00pm
on Wednesday evenings and, as usual, the cost is £5 per talk or
the series for £16.
Nov 3 Kirby Hall
Nov 10 Holdenby House
Nov 17 Apethorpe Palace
Nov 24 Boughton House
For full details and registration please go to the Gardens
Trust webpage https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/unforgettablegardens-tickets-188903765247

Those with international or Asia-Pacific interests may like to
pick up the remainder of a series of seven online talks organised
in partnership with the Japanese Garden Society, starting at
6:30pm but with varied dates from 23 October to 9 December;
£5 each or £28 for all 7.
Oct 23 Japanese-style Gardens in the British Isles
Oct 28 Key elements of Japanese Gardens
Nov 5 Therapeutic Landscapes of Japanese Gardens
Nov 11 A Ripple Effect
Nov 25 Modern Japanese Gardens in Japan
Dec 3 Islands of Peace
Dec 9 Tokachi Millennium Forest
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PROGRAMME OF VISITS AND EVENTS 2021-2022
Because of covid, all visits are subject to possible changes in response to Public Health guidelines. We will update the website and
circulate details by email and post, where possible. We hope to include site visits in 2022. We invite individual members to evaluate
advice prevailing at the time and to consider whether participation in each event is appropriate for them. If members have locations
they’d like to suggest for visits, please get in touch via the admin email address below.

NOV.
2021

6

Sat

11:00am2:30pm

AGM in Fen Drayton Village Hall, Cootes Lane CB24 4SL starts 11:30am, followed by
guest speaker and patron Prof. John Parker at about 12:00noon. John’s title is Botanic
Gardens of the Western Cape. AGM papers to be sent out beforehand. AGM attendance is
free but please register for lunch (£10/head) via admin below by 1 November.

7:30pm

Zoom talk. CGT member Gin Warren will present: Ghastly Churchyards and Brave Men:
a tale of two unconsecrated, Nonconformist cemeteries in East Anglia during the first half
of the 19C. The talk is free to CGT members. Zoom link will be advised by email.

NOV.
2021

18 Thurs
ZOOM

DEC.
2021

8

Weds

11:00am1:00pm

Christmas Lecture at Kettle’s Yard, Castle Street, Cambridge CB3 0AQ by architect and
gardener Kim Wilkie on the productive landscape at Villa La Pietra, Florence. Seasonal
refreshments on arrival with talk from 11:45am. Parking at Pound Hill (limited), Castle
Street carparks or Park Street. Madingley Park and Ride bus stops on Magdalene Street.
Attendance limited to 40: members £12.50/guests £15. Please register via admin below.

APRIL
2022

5

Tues

11:00am12:30pm

Visit to Moggerhanger Park, Park Road, Moggerhanger, Bedford MK44 3RW. Tour of
Sir John Soane-designed house and of 33 acres of parkland and woodland, extensively
restored, originally landscaped by Repton. Meet for refreshments at 11:00am. Lunch
available for those that wish and extra time to explore the garden. Members & guests £10.

MAY
2022

10 Tues

11:00am

Visit to Titchmarsh House, Titchmarsh Northants NN14 3DA. Four-acre family garden
developed over 45 years with collections of spring bulbs, magnolias, cherries, crab apples,
peonies, irises and shrub roses. Refreshments on arrival and guided tour of the gardens,
Members and guests £10 (going to charity).

JUNE
2022

9

Thurs

11:00am

Visit to Easton Lodge gardens, Dunmow CM6 2BD. Harold Peto's 1902 formal Italian
garden design with tree glade and now-restored tree house. Well-stocked walled kitchen
garden; ten champion trees, stumpery, Japanese rill and garden. Refreshments and guided
tour, including the history of the garden and visit to the archive room. Entry £8.50.

JUNE
2022

15 Weds
TBC

5:30pm8:30pm
TBC

Social evening at The Manor, Hemingford Grey, Huntingdon PE28 9BN. House built
1130’s. Gardens with moat, topiary, old roses, award-wining irises, herbaceous borders.
Bring your friends and a picnic to enjoy in the grounds. Full details to follow.

JULY
2022

TBC

TBC

Visit to Newnham College, Sidgwick Avenue, Cambridge CB3 9DF. Herbaceous borders,
sunken rose garden, woodland nutwalk, knot garden, wildflower garden. Details to follow.

(For up-to-date details please go to https://cambridgeshiregardenstrust.org.uk)
For the time being, our preferred method of booking is by BACS transfer to Cambs. Gardens Trust (sort code 20-29-68, account
number 30347639) using your name as reference; please confirm payment by email to admin@cambridgeshiregardenstrust.org.uk.
Cheques, payable to Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust, to Jane Sills, The Willows, Ramsey Road, Ramsey Forty Foot PE26 2XN.
To avoid disappointment (some venues limit numbers), please book at least 2 weeks before the visit, where possible.
Should you need to cancel a booking, please advise admin@cambridgeshiregardenstrust.org.uk as early as possible.

Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust
Foxhollow, 239 High Street, Offord Cluny, St Neots, Cambs. PE19 5RT. Tel: 01480 811947
Registered Charity no. 1064795. Website http://cambridgeshiregardenstrust.org.uk/
Web Apprentice: Phil Christie

Zoom Masters: Antony Warren & Phil Christie
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